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URP 558/ARC 558: DESIGN FOR INCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENTS 
 
Instructor:  Jordana Maisel, PhD 
Office:   14 Hayes Annex A 
Telephone:  (716) 829-5902 
E-mail:   jlmaisel@buffalo.edu 
Office hours: Mondays, 11:30am- 1pm, Wednesdays, 1:00-2:30pm or by Appointment 
 
Meeting Time: Tuesdays 6:00-8:40pm 
Classroom: 4 Diefendorf 
 
Required Texts:  
Steinfeld, E. and Maisel, J. (2012). Universal Design: Creating Inclusive Environments.  Hoboken, NJ: 
Wiley & Sons, Inc.   
(available at Bookstore/Amazon) 
 

OVERVIEW 
 
This course provides an overview of inclusive design. Inclusive design empowers the people who use 
products, buildings and communities by taking their perspective and making it the central focus of the 
design process.  Rooted in a critique of designer-centric practice and embracing an ethic of social 
responsibility, this new paradigm focuses on developing form from function to increase the usefulness 
and responsiveness of our physical world for a wider and more diverse range of people. 
 
The course provides an overview and working knowledge of the Inclusive Design paradigm. It will 
introduce principles and knowledge bases, the concept of evidence based practice, methods of criticism 
and evaluation, and best practice examples. 
 
Methods include required readings and lectures, quizzes, discussions, and a research and design project. 
The class format will be a combination of lectures and student-directed seminars. You will be 
responsible for carefully reviewing each of the assigned readings before class.  Each class will begin with 
a quiz to test your knowledge about the assigned readings. You will also be required to prepare and 
hand in questions related to the week’s topic at the end of each class.  
 

 
LEARNING OUTCOMES 
 
The learning outcomes of the course are as follows: 

 Students will be able to explain the origins of Universal Design and articulate its significance 

 Students will be able to discuss existing research and knowledge bases relevant to a defined 
design problem 

 Students will be able to demonstrate critical thinking and problem solving in designing for 
typically “excluded” populations  

 Students will be able to apply the Goals of Universal Design to develop an effective design 
proposal to address a defined problem of an individual(s) from an “excluded population” 
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COURSE STRUCTURE 
The course will include the following: 
 
A. Readings 
Most classes will require that you complete and fully understand one to two readings related to the 
content/discussion of the day. The majority of these readings come from the required course text. 
 
B. Quizzes 
Quizzes will be given at the beginning of some classes. Quizzes are “closed-book” and are based on the 
assigned readings. Quizzes cannot be made up.  If you are late to class and miss a quiz, you cannot take 
it at a later time. The lowest quiz grade will be dropped at the end of the semester so that it will not 
count toward your final grade.  
 
C. Research Project 
Each student will work independently and complete a 3-part project over the course of the semester. 

 Part I: Background Paper on Selected Population (due September 23rd) 

 Select a group of individuals currently excluded from the built environment and 
describe the barriers/design issues they experience using at least 3 peer-reviewed 
resources.  

 The paper should also include a demographic analysis of this group (e.g., Census 
data, if available). Also, include in your submission a plan for Part II of the project 
(i.e., who do you plan to interview?). (5-7 pgs) 

 

 Part II: Focused Interview (due October 7th) 
Conduct a focused interview with a person currently excluded from the  environment 
(identified in Part I). Be prepared to present highlights of the interview in class in a 5 
minute presentation on 10/7. Submit a 1-2page summary of the main points you 
learned from the interview and include a copy of the interview questions and responses 
with your submission. 

 

 Part III: Design Proposal Poster (due November  25th) 
Based on the interview, identify a specific design need that your interviewee has. 
Develop either multiple design proposals or a single proposal based on precedents 
and/or documented case studies. The purpose of this assignment is to develop a 
personal perspective on Inclusive Design based on what you learned from Assignment I 
and II. What barriers do they encounter in their environment? Why is it that their needs 
are neglected? What could be done about it? How can the 8 Goals of Universal Design 
be applied? How could design practice be improved to ensure that their needs will not 
be neglected in the future? 

 
  Prepare either a 24x30 poster or an Illustrator/Word paper submission of the   
  results/plans.  Also prepare a 10 minute PowerPoint presentation that combines the  

highlights of Part I, II and III. 
 

D. Seminar Leader 
Students will work in teams of 2-3 and lead a seminar. Topics will be chosen the first week of class and 
students will be expected to show knowledge and understanding of the material (beyond what is in the 
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textbook), as well as the ability to present the topic to the class in an innovative way. Teams will also be 
expected to assign additional readings to supplement that week’s already assigned reading and lead a 
discussion related to the readings. The readings will be given to the instructor and uploaded to UB 
Learns no later than the Sunday prior to the seminar date. 
 
E. Class Participation 
Students will be expected to participate in class discussions. At the end of each class, students will fill 
out a note card that provides feedback to the instructor/seminar leader on any unanswered questions; 
something interesting they’d like to pursue; or any general feedback on the presentation.  
 
F. Exam 
There will be a mid-semester and end-of-semester exam for this course.  
 
 

ATTENDANCE POLICY 
Attendance is mandatory. It is crucial that everyone arrive to class prepared and on time. Each class will 
serve a significant role in the fulfillment of the objectives. Therefore, the presence of each student at 
every class is vital; each student has the potential to offer unique insights, observations, and questions. 
If you know will be absent, please contact the instructor via e-mail or phone with as much advance 
notice as possible. If you are absent from class, you are responsible to gather (from your colleagues) any 
information/notes discussed in that class. If absent, you must also submit required work by 10:00am the 
following day unless another arrangement is made with the instructor. Two unexcused absences 
(unexcused absence = any missed class in which the instructor is not provided with appropriate 
documentation for missing that class) will result in a reduction of your grade by one letter. 
 

ASSESSMENT & GRADING 
Your grade in this course will result from your fulfillment of the learning objectives. Below is a list of 
weighted course components that will be used to assess your standing: 
 
Class participation (graded weekly based on attendance, contributions  5%     
       to class discussions, quality of note card evaluations) 
Quizzes (7-10, with lowest grade dropped)     10% 
Mid-Semester Exam         15% 
Research Project          35% 
 Part I: Background Review (10%) 
 Part II: Interview/Preliminary Design (10%) 
 Part III: Design and Poster (15%) 
Seminar Leader         20% 
End-of-Semester Exam        15% 
 
A = 90-100 
Exceptional work.  Exceeds criteria.  Clear understanding of concepts and materials.  Exhibits insights 
indicating that the experiences from one project/exercise to the next are cumulative and transferable.  
Constructively challenges and criticizes issues brought forth during the semester.  Demonstrates 
enthusiasm and intensity for learning.  Develops capability to be constructively self-critical.  Assumes 
responsibility for intellectual development of self and encourages intellectual development in other 
colleagues.  This grade indicates clear capability to perform well at the next level. 
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B = 80-89 
Above average work.  Meets all criteria. Good understanding of concepts and materials. Reasonable 
carry-over from previous exercises.  Constructively challenges issues brought forth during the semester. 
 
 
C = 70-79 
Average work.  Meets minimum requirements.  Indicates some difficulty in understanding concepts and 
materials or in transferring experience from one project to the next. Exhibits need for improvement in 
critical thinking skills. 
 
D = 60-69 
Below average work. Does not meet minimum requirements. Indicates serious difficulties in 
understanding concepts and materials, and/or in the transfer of information. Probable indication of 
poor attendance and lack of motivation. 
 
F = <60 
Late, incomplete, or work not submitted. 
 
Note: An “incomplete” will not be given except in the most acute circumstances where all of the 
following criteria are met: 

 the student experiences an unexpected setback in the course due to a medical problem, family  
problem, military duty, or other uncontrollable outside circumstance 

 the student is in good standing in the course at the time of the aforementioned circumstance 

 it is in the best interest of student and instructor that the student receive an incomplete 

 the student and instructor agree upon a timeline for fulfilling the requirements of the course 

 
 
PENALTIES FOR ACADEMIC DISHONESTY 
All references to other’s work, including web pages, must be appropriately cited. Direct quotations must 
be indicated as such (i.e., in quotes), and referenced. Paraphrases and more general ideas (e.g., those 
found in other published sources such as books, journals, and website) must be referenced. If you do 
not understand when and how to appropriately cite other’s work, you can consult librarians, published 
style guidelines, this syllabus, or me. This includes figures and tables as well as text. If you copy or 
paraphrase material from other sources, including web sites, and do not appropriately cite it, it will be 
treated as an instance of plagiarism. Do not copy text or data from assignments produced by other 
students. 
 
All instances of academic dishonesty, as described in UB’s Policy on Academic Dishonesty, will be 
pursued through Informal and/or Formal procedures as described in the Undergraduate Catalog and the 
Graduate School Policies and Procedures Manual. Penalties provided by these procedures include but 
are not limited to reduction in assignment grade, course failure, suspension, and/or expulsion.  
 
See http://undergrad-catalog.buffalo.edu/policies/course/integrity.shtml 
 
Examples of academic dishonesty in this class include, for example: 

 Plagiarizing material from web sites  

http://undergrad-catalog.buffalo.edu/policies/course/integrity.shtml
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 Plagiarizing material from reports or project assignments that have been completed by another 
 student in the course or by students who took a similar course in previous semesters 

 Knowingly sharing work with another student 
 
If a student is found to have committed academic dishonesty, that student will receive a zero on the 
assignment.  If the student is found to commit academic dishonesty a second time, the student will 
receive an “F” in the class.  

 
 
ACCESSIBILITY RESOURCES  
Students with specific needs that require attention should inform the instructor at the beginning of the 
semester.  If you have a disability (physical, learning, or psychological) which may make it difficult for 
you to carry out the course work as outlined, and/or require accommodations such as recruiting note 
takers, readers, or extended time on exams and assignments, please contact the Office of Disability 
Services, 25 Capen Hall, 645-2608. This office will provide you with information and review appropriate 
arrangements for reasonable accommodations. 
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Week Date Topic(s) Assignments Due 

1 Aug 26  
 

Introduction/ Syllabus 
Overview of Barriers 

 Select seminar teams 

 Semester Project Part I Assigned 

2 Sept 2 New Demographics  
“Alphabet Activity” 

 Chapters 1-3 
 
Quiz 1 - Chapters 1,2,3 

3 Sept 9 Practicing UD  
“Principles vs. UD Goals Activity” 

 Chapter 4 
 

Quiz 2 - Chapter 4 

4 Sept 16 Design for Human Performance 
 

 Chapter 5 + Zeisel + additional readings 

 Semester Project Part II Assigned 
 
Quiz 3 - Chapter 5 

5 Sept 23 Design for Health & Wellness 
 

 Chapter 6 + additional readings 
Part I: Background Review due 
 
Quiz 4 - Chapter 6 

6 Sept 30 Design for Social Participation  
 

 Chapter 7 + additional readings  
 
Quiz 5 – Chapter 7 

7 Oct 7 Assignment II Presentations Part II: Focused Interviews due;  
Interviews Presentations (5 min/each) 

8 Oct 14 Public Accommodations  
(Accessibility audits) 
 

 Chapter 8 + additional readings  
 
Quiz 6 - Chapter 8 

9 Oct 21 Housing and Home 
Modifications  
 

 Chapters 9&10 + additional readings 

 Project Part III assigned 
 
Quiz 7 - Chapters 9&10 

10 Oct 28 Mid-Semester Exam  
 

11 Nov 4 
 

UD & the Interior Environment  Chapter 11 + additional readings  
 
Quiz 8 - Chapter 11 

12 Nov 11 Product Design   Chapter 12 + additional readings  
 
Quiz 9 - Chapter 12 

13 Nov 18 Public Transportation and UD  Chapter 13 + additional readings  
 
Quiz 10 - Chapter 13 

14 Nov 25 Final Projects Due Final Presentations 

15 Dec 2 Final Projects Due Final Presentations 

16 Dec 9 Final Exam  

 


